
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We do it the Right Way 
Right Way Roofing is a local commercial and residential 

roofing contractor that specializes in roof replacements, 

overlays, and roof coating solutions for both steep and low 

slope applications. 

 

We at Right Way Roofing are certified with some of the 

most premier manufacturers in the nation including GAF, 

RPI, APOC, Conklin, Tremco, Gaco, Neogard, Karnak, and 

more. Our focus is providing long term solutions for 

projects both commercial and residential while providing 

excellent customer service and unparalleled project 

management throughout the build of your roof. 

 

Our commercial roofing experience includes airports, multi-

family, warehouses, schools, office complexes, churches, 

and more. Your roof is one of the largest factors in 

protecting your property and assets within. As a certified 

contractor with the nation premier manufacturers, we can 

also provide the best warranties in the industry. Giving you 

peace of mind for years to come 

 

 

 

Hurricane Ian 
Being a local company and having faced natural storms 

before, we are all too familiar with the type of devastation 

hurricanes can bring us. Hurricane Ian was one of the 

strongest hurricanes to ever hit the US. We are prepared not 

only for ourselves but to those who are in need.  

 

To help ease the stress of facing this disaster, Right Way 

Roofing is providing everyone with a free weather 

assessment for any property regardless of size. We came 

prepared with supplies needed to offer immediate 

mitigation. We can ensure you that we will have your 

property watertight and dried in. Allow us to prevent any 

additional damage and the possible spread of mold. Let us 

take on the grunt work while you focus on the priorities: 

yourself, your families, and your business. 
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Re-Roof, Roof Coating, 

Overlay 
Our goal is to provide you with a turnkey roofing solution 

for any application. We work directly with the 

manufacturers to confirm we give you the best applicable 

system for your situation. We are certified to install any 

type of roofing system including: TPO, EPDM, PVC, Built 

Up Roofing, Modified Bitumen, Concrete Tiles, Clay Tiles, 

Steel Tiles, Asphalt Shingles, and Standing Seam Metal 

Roofs.  

 

We have the expertise, certifications, and experience topped 

off by our unrivaled production teams to provide you with a 

seamless transition to you new roof.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Insurance Claim  

Specialists 
We work directly with the insurance companies during the 

entire claim process to ensure you get a fair replacement 

value for your roof. Every roof inspection we conduct 

includes a full assessment of the entire roofing system 

including: substrate condition, ponding, positive drainage, 

insulation value, moisture scan, transitions, seams, and 

terminations. We work directly with cities and counties to 

guarantee your new roof will be up to current Building 

Codes. 

 

Call Us  

Today! 
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“WOULD DEFINITELY 

RECOMMEND THEM!” 

“THE CREW WENT THE EXTRA MILE AND THE 

PROJECT MANAGER WAS ON SITE ALL DAY.” 

“I WILL CONTINUE TO USE 

RIGHT WAY ROOFING” 

“IT WAS TWO LONG DAYS OF CONTINUOUS 

HARD WORK BY THE CREW” 

“AS OTHER REVIEWS HAVE SAID THEY 

REALLY DO COMMUNICATE VERY WELL” 

Great company they do great work. I am extremely 

satisfied working with Right Way Roofing, very 

professional and they set themselves apart in many ways 

from the rest of the companies. Thank you for the level of 

service provided by the Right Way team! Would definitely 

recommend them! 

- Matt J. 

The crew went the extra mile and the project manager was 

on site all day. He even talked to some of my neighbors 

who got to see what a great job they were doing. Now 

Right Way Roofing is doing many of my neighbor’s roofs. 

Good job! 

- Chengal B 

I own a commercial building, roughly 50,000 square feet. I 

contracted Right Way Roofing because of their knowledge 

and warranties. I also felt like I can trust the project 

manager. Wow! These guys did an absolute amazing job. 

From start to finish the communication was amazing. They 

really went above and beyond. I will continue to use Right 

Way Roofing. 

- Frank J. 

It was two long days of continuous hard work by the crew. 

What really impressed me was the diligent clean-up when 

the job was done. Not one scrap of evidence that they had 

even been there. 

- Barabara U. 

Our shopping complex was roofed by Right Way Roofing. 

As other review have said they really do communicate very 

well. This is why we chose them and will be the only 

roofers we call. 

- Justic M. 
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